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Abstract
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From the Rando Phantom which is located in the datum point moved in parallel and rotationary direction using CBCT. Then the mean and standard deviation difference on images location difference that are acquired were compared with real the Rando Phantom' moved distance.
To make a plan of simulated treatment with the same procedure of real radiation therapy, we are going to setup the Rando Phantom. With an assumption that the position is set in accurate place, we measured the setup errors accroding to the change of the translation and rotation. Tests are repeated 10 times to get the standard deviation of the error values.
The variability in couch shift after positioning equivalent to average residual error showed lateral 0.2±0.2mm, longitudinal 0.4±0.3mm, vertical -0.4±0.1mm. The average rotation erroes target localization after simulated 0.4 ± 0.2 mm, 0.3 ± 0.3 mm, and 0.3 ± 0.4 mm . The detection error by rotation is 0～0.6˚
CBCT 3D/3D matching using the Rando Phantom minimized the errors by realizing accurate matching during simulated treatment and patient caring. Table 3 ]. Table 3 . The average rotation erroes and residual errors associated with target localization after simulated. 
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